
 
Thursday, September 3 at 5:30 p.m. 

 

From: Holy Name High School <michaelsullivan@holynamehs.com> 

Subject: Dress Code News & Notes from Mr. Sullivan 

 

Greetings! 

Tomorrow marks the last orientation day, and some things are abundantly clear. The 

global pandemic has touched the lives of everyone, in many ways, shapes and 

forms. Clearly, one of the most impacted groups must be the hair care industry. Many 

of our young men have not been supporting their local barber (reference previous 

email from me; neither had I). Page 18 of your student’s shiny, new Student 

Handbook explains hair standards at Holy Name. In all seriousness, if you are not 

comfortable going to the barber, we totally understand. But all male students are still 

required to comply with the standards, so please trim the hair back above the 

bottom of the collar and do away with any extreme stylings. For good 

measure, students still must be clean shaven, mask and all. They will be cooler 

(silver lining). 

Shoe Drama: The Lord works in mysterious ways. In the move back to all 

leather/suede shoes, I failed to have Schoolbelles remove the canvas Sperry offering 

from the HN-approved catalog. So, for this year only, Sperry “Crest Vibe” and 

“Striper LL CVO” are permissible. Moving forward for the year 2021-2022, no 

canvas or open back shoes will be allowed. In the words of Ramses II, or Cecil B. 

DeMille, “So let it be written, so let it be done.” 

A final gentle reminder about the dress code: compliance with it is a condition of 

enrollment. I have spoken with a number of older boys who want to fuss about 

wearing a belt and tucking in their shirts. It is just not optional. The length of 

some female students’ skirts is an issue. Please address it. Schoolbelles had supply 

chain disruption because of the pandemic. Those issues are currently coming to an 

end. Please have your student get what he/she needs so the focus can be on academic 

and spiritual development. 



 
The school’s book in common this year was a short but important read about the life 

lessons learned while completing some military training. The author occasionally had 

to get wet and cover himself with sand for the day because his instructor found fault 

with his uniform and appearance. According to the author, the lesson to be learned is 

that life isn’t always fair. Sometimes, you get “sugar cookied.” We won’t go to that 

extreme. But being out of dress code will cause a student problems in a hurry if they 

fail to comply with expectations. It is not fair that students have had a six-month 

disruption in their learning timeline. It is nobody’s fault. But we absolutely must make 

the most of our current time together and do our best to make things as “normal” as 

possible while we have the opportunity. At Holy Name, a big part of normal is 

following the rules, whether you like sugar cookies or not. 

Peace. 

Mr. Sullivan 

 


